Abstract. The Bohnenblust-Hille (polynomial and multilinear) inequalities were proved in 1931 in order to solve Bohr's absolute convergence problem on Dirichlet series. Since then these inequalities have found applications in various fields of analysis and analytic number theory. The control of the constants involved is crucial for applications, as it became evident in a recent outstanding paper of Defant, Frerick, Ortega-Cerdá, Ounaïes and Seip published in 2011. The present work is devoted to obtain lower estimates for the constants appearing in the BohnenblustHille polynomial inequality and some of its variants. The technique that we introduce for this task is a combination of the Krein-Milman Theorem with a description of the geometry of the unit ball of polynomial spaces on ℓ 2 ∞ .
Preliminaries and background
In 1913 H. Bohr proved that the maximal width T of the vertical strip in which a Dirichlet series ∞ n=1 a n n −s converges uniformly but not absolutely is always less or equal than 1/2. Since then, the determination of the precise value of T remained a central problem in the study of Dirichlet series. Almost 20 years later, in 1931, H.F. Bohnenblust and E. Hille [3] showed that in fact T = 1/2. The technique used for this task was based on a puzzling generalization of Littlewood's 4/3 inequality to the framework of m-linear forms and homogeneous polynomials. The Bohnenblust-Hille inequality for homogeneous polynomials [3] asserts that if P : ℓ ≤ D C,m P .
The control of the estimates D C,m , besides its challenging nature, plays a decisive role in the theory: for instance, with adequate estimates for D C,m in hands, Defant, Frerick, Ortega-Cerdá, Ounaïes and Seip [8] were able to solve several important questions related to Dirichlet series. In particular they obtained a definitive generalization of a result of Boas and Khavinson [2] , showing that the n-dimension Bohr radius K n satisfies K n ≍ log n n .
The main result of [8] asserts that there is a C > 1 such that D C,m ≤ C m for all m, i.e., the Bohnenblust-Hille inequality for homogeneous polynomials is hypercontractive. More precisely it was shown that
and, for example, one can take C = 2 and it is simple to verify that D C,m ≤ 2 m .
It is worth mentioning that for small values of m, however, there are better estimates for D C,m due to Queffélec [26, ; for instance D C,2 ≤ 1.7431.
In view of the pivotal role played by the constants involved in the Bohnenblust-Hille inequality, a natural step forward is to try to obtain sharp constants and for this reason the search for lower estimates for the constants gains special importance. Moreover it is interesting to mention that, historically, the upper estimates obtained for the Bohnenblust-Hille inequalities have shown to be quite far from sharpness (see [8, 25] for details). Just to illustrate this fact, in the multilinear Bohnenblust-Hille inequality (complex case) the original upper estimate for the constant when m = 10 is 80.28 but now we know that this constant is not grater than 2.3.
The multilinear version of Bohnenblust-Hille inequality is also an important subject of investigation in modern Functional Analysis and, as mentioned in [12] , "it had and has deep applications in various fields of analysis, as for example in operator theory in Banach spaces, Fourier and harmonic analysis, complex analysis in finitely and infinitely many variables, and analytic number theory". For recent developments and related results we refer to [6, [9] [10] [11] .
Everything begins with Littlewood's famous 4/3 theorem which asserts that for K = R or C,
|A(e i , e j )|
for every continuous bilinear form A on c 0 × c 0 , with
It is well-known that the power 4/3 is optimal (see [18] ). For real scalars it also can be shown that the constant √ 2 is optimal (see [16] ). For complex scalars, however, there are several estimates for C C,2 ; below K G stands for the complex Grothendieck's constant, and it is well-known that 1.338 ≤ K G ≤ 1.405 (see [14] ): 
The optimal value for C C,2 seems unknown. In 1931 Bohnenblust and Hille [3] observed the connection between Littlewood's 4/3 theorem and the so called Bohr's absolute convergence problem for Dirichlet series, which had been open for over 15 years. So, they generalized Littlewood's result to multilinear mappings, homogeneous polynomials and answered Bohr's problem.
Although the work of Bohnenblust and Hille is focused on complex scalars, it is well-known that the result also holds for real scalars:
If A is a continuous n-linear form on c 0 × · · · × c 0 , then there is a constant C K,n (depending only on n and K) such that
The estimates for C K,n were improved along the decades (see [5, 19, 26] ). From recent works (see [16, 25] ) we know that, for real scalars,
and, for the complex case,
The lower bounds for C R,m obtained in [16] are 2 m−1 m , so the precise value for C R,m with "big m" is quite uncertain. Very recently, it was shown that for both real and complex scalars the asymptotic behavior of the best values for C K,n is optimal [15] .
The (complex and real) Bohnenblust-Hille inequality can be re-written in the context of multiple summing multilinear operators.
Let X 1 , . . . , X m and Y be Banach spaces over K = R or C, and X ′ be the topological dual of X. By L(X 1 , . . . , X m ; Y ) we denote the Banach space of all continuous m-linear mappings from
for every N ∈ N and any x
The infimum of the constants satisfying (1.2) is denoted by U π(p;1) . For m = 1 we recover the well-known concept of absolutely (p; 1)-summing operators (see, e.g. [7, 14] ).
The Bohnenblust-Hille inequality can be re-written in the context of multiple summing multilinear operators in the following sense: every continuous m-linear form U :
For details we refer to [12] and references therein.
From now on if P : X → Y is a m-homogeneous polynomial then ∨ P denotes the (unique) symmetric m-linear map (also called the polar of P ) associated to P . Recall that an m-homogeneous
The infimum of the constants satisfying (1.4) is denoted by P π(p;1) . Note that
So, since C K,m does not depend on X and P we conclude that there are constants L K,m (which does not depend on X and P ) such that
.
Note that if X = ℓ N ∞ , and x (j) = e j for every j = 1, ..., N , since
we have
for every N ∈ N, which can be regarded as a kind of polynomial Bohnenblust-Hille inequality. Since (1.5) is confined to the symmetric case, there is no obvious relation between the optimal values for C K,m and the optimal values of L K,m .
For m = 2 it is well-known that C R,2 = √ 2. For m > 2 the precise values of C R,m are not known. Since
The main goal of this paper is to introduce a technique that helps to find nontrivial lower bounds for the constants involved in the Bohnenblust-Hille inequalities. Our approach is shown to be effective for the cases of L R,m and D R,m . In the complex case we succeed in obtaining a lower bound for D C,2 .
More precisely, as a consequence of our estimates we show that if D R,m > 0 is such that
Regarding to L R,m , we show, for instance, that
In the complex case we show that D C,2 ≥ 1.1066. So, combining this information with the best known upper estimate known for D C,2 we conclude that
The techniques used in this paper in order to obtain good estimates for the constants L K,n and D K,n are based on the following result: Theorem 1.1 (consequence of Krein-Milman Theorem) . If C is a convex body in a Banach space and f : C → R is a convex function that attains its maximum, then there is an extreme point e ∈ C so that f (e) = max{f (x) : x ∈ C}.
This consequence of the Krein-Milman Theorem ( [20] ) provides good lower estimates on the constants L K,n when it is combined with a description of the geometry of the unit ball of a polynomial space on ℓ m ∞ . The problem of finding the extreme points of the unit ball of a polynomial space has been largely studied in the past few years. In particular, the following results will be particularly useful for our purpose. 
Note that Theorem 1.3 is a kind on non-symmetric version of Theorem 1.2 and will be specially important when we are estimating the constants for m ≥ 4.
Estimates for L R,m
In order to deal with polynomials and their polars we will introduce some notation and a few basic results.
If α = (α 1 , . . . , α n ) ∈ N * then we define |α| := α 1 + · · · + α n and
Having all this in mind, a straightforward consequence of the multinomial formula yields the following relationship between the coefficients of a homogeneous polynomial and the polar of the polynomial.
Lemma 2.1. If P is a homogeneous polynomial of degree n on K n given by
and L is the polar of P , then
where {e 1 , . . . , e n } is the canonical basis of K n and e α k k stands for e k repeated α k times. Definition 2.2. Let us call d the dimension of the space of all m-homogeneous polynomials on R n . For every m, n ∈ N, we define Φ m,n : R d → R as follows: Take a ∈ R d and consider the the m-homogeneous polynomial P a (x) = |α|=m a α x α whose coefficients are the coordinates of a. In order to avoid redundancies, assume that a = (a α ) where the coordinates are arranged according to the lexicographic order of the α's. Then if L a is the polar of P a we define with the natural isomorphism between L s ( m R n ) and P( m R n ). Therefore Φ m,n is convex and by virtue of Krein-Milman Theorem
) is the set of extreme points of B P( m ℓ n ∞ ) . Observe that even in the case where the geometry of B P( m ℓ n ∞ ) is not know, the mapping Φ m,n provides a lower bound for L R,m , namely
In the following we will try to use the fact that the extreme points of B P( m ℓ n ∞ ) have been characterized for some choices of m and n (see for instance Theorem 1.2).
2.1. Case m = 2. We begin by illustrating that even sharp information for lower estimates for C R,2 may be useless for evaluating lower estimates for L R,2 . For instance, if m = 2 in the multilinear Bohnenblust-Hille inequality (in fact, Littlewood's 4/3 inequality) the best constant is C R,2 = √ 2 and this estimate is achieved (see [16] ) when we use the bilinear form
Note that T 2 is symmetric and the polynomial associated to T 2 is P 2 : ℓ 2 ∞ → R given by P 2 (x) = x 2 1 + 2x 1 x 2 − x 2 2 . Since P 2 = T 2 = 2, the constant L R,2 that appears for this choice of P 2 is again √ 2, which is far from being a good lower estimate, as we shall see in the next result, that gives the exact value for the constant L R,2 (ℓ : t ∈ [1/2, 1] ≈ 1.7700 and the supremum is attained at t 0 ≈ 0.9147.
Proof.
Observe that for polynomials in P( 2 ℓ 2 ∞ ) of the form P a (x, y) = ax 2 + by 2 + cxy with a = (a, b, c) we have .
Using the Krein-Milman approach L R,2 ℓ 2 ∞ = sup{Φ 22 (a) : a ∈ ext(B P( 2 ℓ 2 ∞ ) )}. Now, by Theorem 1.2, ext(B P( 2 ℓ 2 ∞ ) ) consists of the polynomials ±(1, 0, 0), ±(0, 1, 0) and ± (t, −t, ±2 t(1 − t)), with t ∈ [1/2, 1]. Since the contribution of ±(1, 0, 0) and ±(0, 1, 0) to the supremum is irrelevant, we end up with
The problem of maximizing explicitly this function is a hard one and the final result is far from being good looking. The interested reader can obtain an explicit solution in radical form using a variety of symbolic calculus packages, such as Mathematica, Matlab or Maple. A 4-digit approximation yields L R,2 ≥ L R,2 ℓ 2 ∞ ≈ 1.7700, where the maximum is attained at t 0 ≈ 0.9147. i.e., a = (1, −1, 1). It is easy to check that P a = 5/4. Hence, using (2.2) we have In particular
Moreover, equality is attained in the Bohnenblust-Hille inequality in ∨ E for the polars of the polynomials P (x, y) = ±(x 4 − y 4 + 3xy).
Proof. We just need to calculate the maximum of Φ 4,2 over E, which is trivially isometric to the space P( 2 ) (see Theorem 1.3 for the definition of P ( 2 )). If Φ = Φ 4,2 | P( 2 ) , then Φ is obviously convex and we have
where the last equality is due to the Krein-Milman Theorem. Now by (2.1) we have Φ(a, b, c) = a .
Observe that the maximum is attained at the polynomials P (x, y) = ±(x 4 − y 4 + 3xy 
2.3.
Higher values of m. The previous sections allow us to obtain lower estimates for L R,m for arbitrary large m's. In this section we consider polynomials of the form P 2k (x, y) = (ax 2 + by 2 + cxy)
k . In the following, if h ∈ Z, ⌊h⌋ denotes the biggest integer H so that H ≤ h.
Proof. Using the multinomial formula:
Therefore, x j y 2n−j = x 2α1+α3 y 2α2+α3 for j = 1, . . . , 2k implies that
which, together with the fact that α 1 + α 2 + α 3 = k and α 1 , α 2 , α 3 ≥ 0 yield
with α 1 = 0, . . . , j 2 . As a result of the previous comments, the coefficient A j is given by (2.4).
for j = 0, . . . , 2k and t 0 is as in Theorem 2.4.
Proof. If P 2k (x, y) = (ax 2 + by 2 + cxy) k , using (2.1), (2.2) and Proposition 2.7 we arrive at
, with A j as in (2.4). Then the corollary follows by considering the polynomial
which has norm 1.
Hence (2.5) provides a systematic formula to obtain a lower bound for L R,m for even m's.
Observe that for k = 2 we have L R,4 ≥ 2t 16 5 0 + 6 2t 0 − 3t
which is a slightly worse constant than the one obtained in Section 2.2. Actually, the estimates (2.5) can be improved for multiples of 4. Indeed, we just need to consider the polynomials
with k ∈ N. Using exactly the same procedure described in this section
, where the A j 's, with j = 1, . . . , 2k are the same as in (2.4) . Now, putting a = 1, b = 1 and c = −3, i.e., considering powers of the extreme polynomial that appeared in Section 2.2, we would have that Q 4k = 1 for all k ∈ N, which proves the following:
for j = 0, . . . , 2k.
As an example, let us apply (2.6) and (2.7) to obtain estimates for L R,8 and L R,12 . The polynomials are For higher degrees see Table 1 . ) k∈N is, a simple calculation of the quotients of the estimates obtained in Table 1 for higher values of k indicates that the ratio of the estimates on L R,4(k+1) and L R,4k seem to tend to and P( m ℓ n ∞ ). In other words, if we identify the polynomial P a (x) = |α|=m a α x α ∈ P( m ℓ n ∞ ) with the vector a in R d of all its coefficients, then
where · p denotes the ℓ p norm. By convexity of · p we also have
: P a ∈ ext(B P( m ℓ n ∞ ) ) . As an easy consequence of Theorem 1.2 and (3.2) we have: : t ∈ [1/2, 1] ≈ 1.8374.
The above supremum can be given explicitly in radical form using a symbolic calculus package, however the result is too lengthy to be shown. An excellent approximation can be obtain though in very simple terms considering the polynomial P ∈ P( 2 ℓ 2 ∞ ) defined by P (x, y) = x 2 − y 2 + xy.
Since P = 5/4, from (3.1) it follows that
5/4 ≈ 1.823.
3.1.
The case m = 3. Let us define P 3 :
We have P 3 = 2 × In particular
610. Moreover, equality is attained in the polynomial Bohnenblust-Hille inequality in E for the polynomials P (x, y) = ±(x 4 − y 4 + 3xy).
3.3.
Higher values of m. We consider again the polynomials
Notice that Q 4k = 1 for all k ∈ N. Therefore, using (3.1) together with the formula for the coefficients of the Q 4k given by (2.7), we can obtain estimates for D R,4k with k arbitrary (see Table 2 ). In fact we have:
, where 
